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Disclaimer
All the material contained in this book is provided for educational and informational
purposes only. No responsibility can be taken for any results or outcomes resulting from
the use of this material.
While every attempt has been made to provide information that is both accurate and
effective, the author does not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or use/misuse
of this information.
You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
Use this information at your own risk.
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"If you have knowledge let others light their candles in it" - Margaret Fuller

Appointing an architect can often be a challenging task, especially if you are not sure
what to expect during the project cycle. Buildings are often a personal expression for the
client and the architect. Research has shown that a successful relationship between the
two is possible by learning about the nature of the design and construction process.
This book is sure to answer the most common questions that will explain the role of an
architect and what you can expect during the course of the project.
Prrithi Nair has successfully designed and project managed a variety of projects from
high-rise towers to luxury villas, shopping malls, and hotels. This is her attempt to share
her knowledge in order to help the community.



What is the role of an architect?
Architects are in charge of design and project planning, and they are also responsible for
the visual appearance of buildings and structures. The term “architect” refers only to
individuals who are registered with a local governing body. To become licensed,
architects must meet specific professional training requirements and pass an exam.
Architectural services can be obtained from individuals without licenses, but they cannot
call themselves architects and cannot sign construction documents.
Architects work hand-in-hand with other professionals such as civil and MEP engineers to
deliver qualified designs. Architects have several responsibilities during all stages of a
project, from the initial drafts and meetings to the inauguration of a building. Architects
are appointed by the client, and they have the duty of gathering all the information and
ideas necessary to create a functional space that meets client needs while being code
compliant.
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Architects will focus on the aesthetics, look, feel and functionality of a structure. It is
important to note that architects also have technical knowledge on construction
methods and structural design, but that aspect is mostly delegated to civil engineers.
Civil engineers will concentrate on analyzing the structural integrity of the project. This
included making sure the structure will support the loads and forces it will endure
during its lifespan.

Architects and civil engineers work together during the planning, design, and construction
phases of building projects. The difference is reflected on the main goal of each
professional.

By working together, architects and civil engineers can find innovative ways to meet the
client’s vision and requirements. A good working relationship between the two
professions guaranties an effective and successful job.
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What is the difference between an
architect and a civil engineer?



Pre-contract 
Post-Contract 

The entire process from concept to completion is mainly divided into two parts:

1.
2.

Pre Contract
Stage 1: Concept Development 
Stage 2: Schematic Design 
Stage 3: Detailed Design 
Stage 4: Tendering Stage
Stage 4: Construction Documentation 

Post Contract
Stage 5: Post Contract Administration and Supervision
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What are the scope of services
from concept to completion?
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Concept development stage
What to expect during the concept development stage?

The purpose of the Concept Development stage will be to establish with the Client and
Design Team, a clear Design Brief, Budget, and Programme for the project, to produce
architectural drawings pertaining to the Concept Design, and to further define the project
Scope of Works. 
During the Concept Development stage we shall further refine building coverage and
setback, building entries, parking and service access, typical floor plans, architectural
massing, and general character of the project, to include:
·Review the local planning requirements/ Master plan to agree on preferred design
strategy 
·Attend project Briefings as necessary to set design parameters (programme, functional &
operational requirements, etc.) and establish the “Basis of Design” and “Design Theme”
for review, comment, and costing
·Establish a firm Project description, define the primary scope & responsibilities, and to
establish goals and priorities for the Architectural Design of the Project and culminating in
the Project Brief 
·Confirm that the Client’s stated objectives are reflected in the Design Brief
·Collect all relevant information from Client, Project Manager and other Project
Consultants, including any Client standard Contract Documentation and all general
procedures to be adopted on the Project
·Confirm that all the information required from the Client is provided including any
information about or affecting the site or construction work (including surveys, soil
investigations, and data on buildings already existing on the site, etc.) 
·Liaise, co-operate and provide necessary information within the agreed scope of
services relative to the other consultants
The preliminary strategy for the Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, Civil and Structural
Engineering Design shall be established by the Engineer in conjunction with the Design
Team during this Stage of the Works. 
In conjunction with the Client, The Design Team shall identify any need for additional
Specialist Consultants (such as Fire, IT, Facades, Security, Acoustic, Environmental &
Sustainability consultancies, etc) as necessary for the proper and timely performance of
the works
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Schematic design stage
What to expect during the Schematic Design stage?

Upon receipt of the Client’s written approval of Concept Development and authorization
to proceed, The Design Team shall prepare Schematic Design documents for the Project. 

The Schematic Design Stage services will develop and elaborate on the approved
Concept Development to finalize the overall exterior image and organization of the
building plans and the immediately surrounding site.

Architects shall co-ordinate with the Engineering Consultants to incorporate the
diagrammatic design of Structural, Civil, and Mechanical / Electrical / Plumbing systems
and input from the specialist Consultants as required. The project direction will be
reviewed and coordinated with input from the project QS (appointed by the client)
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Detailed Design stage
What to expect during the Detailed Design Development stage?

Based upon the Client’s written approval of the Schematic Design Stage submittal,
Architects shall initiate Detailed Design Stage services. 
During Detailed Design, architects shall initiate further develop the Project’s design and
define its building systems, including design of public areas within the building, ground
floor lobby design, typical floor plans, principal architectural details, building
sections/elevations, and exterior skin design. 
During the period of Detailed Design, Architects shall: 
·Liaise closely with the engineers on all service aspects of the Building services design
including location and installation of equipment and plant, service voids, and access for
maintenance and replacement.
·Review with Specialist Lighting engineers (if appointed) the type of lighting by area with
appropriate limitation levels and control identified for all areas
·Coordinate and incorporate proposed mechanical spaces including the schematic layout
of main equipment at a scale of 1:200
·Coordinate major MEP vertical horizontal distribution systems with building design
·Coordinate with the landscape Architect (if appointed) their proposals, showing spatial
arrangements, type of construction materials, and appearance. Establish a series of
options for the procurement of large and uncommon plant material and hard landscape
materials
·Review preliminary cost estimates prepared by Cost Consultants
·Provide the final Detailed Design drawings, schedules, schematics, details, and
specifications as necessary in sufficient detail to obtain tender prices from alternative
specialized sub-contractors and pre-tender cost estimates established, to enable the sub-
contractors to prepare detailed “shop” and fabrication drawings and all necessary design
and installation coordination
·Refine through co-ordination, the operational requirements (reflected ceiling plans,
fixture layouts, and all service requirements, etc ) with the other Consultants 
·Visit the site as necessary during this stage of the work
·Provide information for preparation of formal submissions under local building codes and
regulations or other statutory requirements.
·Assist in the appraisal and reporting of tenders and assist in negotiations as required.
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Construction documentation
What to expect during the Construction Documentation stage?

The purpose of this Stage is to provide the final Detailed “Design Intent” drawings,
schedules, schematics, details, specifications produced in the Detailed Design Stage and
any other documentation as necessary in sufficient detail to enable construction
(including any additional illustrations/ details as necessary to convey/ amplify the “Design
Intent”)
During the Construction Documentation Stage, the Architect shall:

·Provide fully annotated and dimensioned detail drawings of all areas for setting out
purposes.
·Review specialized sub-contractors' detailed proposals, detailed fabrication drawings,
samples, mock-ups, and proposed installation method statements in relation to key
details, materials, and standards workmanship.
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Post Contract Administration and
supervision

Maintain a continuous process of monitoring and reporting of all activities on-site,
pursuant to the completion of the works and conclusion of the Defects Liability Period
applicable to each works package; Maintain a continuous process of coordination,
review, and approval of all contractors technical submissions to ensure that the works
are executed in strict compliance with the Contractual Documents application to each
package.
Maintain a continuous process of material and systems review and approval for all
submissions made by the package contractors;
Managing the necessary process to obtain all Client Approvals stipulate under the
Contract;
Maintain a continuous process of reposting and resolving all technical issues, queries,
and events that arise during the execution of the works;
Coordinate, approve, and maintain the contactors’ work schedules, reporting progress
and advising appropriate actions to maintain completion dates and avoid delays ;
Assist the CQS in preparation and certification of all contractors payments in
accordance with the Contractors’ Conditions of Contact; 
Maintain a continuous process of maintaining acceptable standards of safety on-site.

Post Contract Administration and Supervision

The project is divided into four indicative periods:

·Enabling Works                                      
·Main Contract Works                            
·Commissioning & Snagging                    
·Defects Liability Period                        
 
During construction, Architects shall undertake the post-contract duties such as
construction administration and supervision, quantity surveying services, contract
administration of the project, and scope of work will consist of the following:
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How much do architects charge?
There are two main methods architects use to charge for their services. There are
advantages and disadvantages for each of the three methods as summarised below. The
most suitable method must be discussed with each individual client based on the
particular circumstances of their project. We can provide project-specific advice to assist
each client.

1.  Percentage Fees

This arrangement is the most familiar and traditional method for architects to charge for
their services. The fees are calculated as a percentage of the project construction cost.
The percentage fee will vary depending on the size and type of the building. A
percentage fee enables an agreement to be reached before the client’s brief has been
finalized and before the design is resolved. The percentage fee allows for adjustment in
the fees as the accommodation and the project cost change as the design evolves. The
percentage fee is suitable for clients who are committed to proceed with their project and
wish to engage the architect to get the building process started. The percentage fee is the
most used fee arrangement, particularly for those clients looking for the architect to
provide the full range of services from sketch design through to contract administration.

2.  Lump Sum Fees

A lump-sum fee is simply a monetary amount negotiated between the architect and the
client for the delivery of specified services. Normally the lump sum fee is a fixed amount
based on a clearly defined fixed scope of work where the building to be constructed has
already been well defined. The fixed fee has the advantage of providing both the client
and the architect with certainty regarding the fees for the project. Normally this fee
arrangement is for projects when the design has already been resolved or at least
partially resolved by the client e.g., a school constructing additional classrooms in
accordance with a site masterplan. Due to the fixed nature of a lump sum fee
arrangement this type of fee basis is not suitable for projects where the design has not
been resolved or where there are likely to be further changes requiring design
development or consideration of a number of options.
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Exclusions
The following specialist services may be excluded from the fee proposal, but can be
procured as separate services: If there are any other services required it will depend on
the kind of project and the local authority regulations. The architect should advise the
client accordingly.

 ·Presentation Model
 ·Walk-through 
·Specialist Lighting Consultant 
·Signage, Wayfinding and Graphics 
·Interior Design and FFE
·Landscaping
-Traffic study
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Conclusion

I hope that this book has given you enough information to confidently hire an architect. 
I will be more than happy to answer any questions, please visit our website below to book
a free consultancy to discuss your project.

www.aeecarch.com

Wishing you good luck with your design and construction journey!




